
    INTERNAL/EXTERNAL VACANCY ACNUR/GS6-10024024 

Title:    GS6 Protection Associate   
Duration:   31 December 2016 
Type of Contract: Temporary appointment  
Duty Station:   Tapachula, Chiapas, MEXICO   
 
 
 

 
ORGANIZATIONAL CONTEXT.  
 
UNHCR in Mexico is composed by a Country Office in Mexico City and a Field Office in Tapachula, 
Chiapas. UNHCR works to provide technical advice on asylum and the determination of refugee 
status and its respective procedures. It also works with relevant Mexican authorities to identify 
persons in need of international protection, particularly in the identification and protection of special 
groups such as unaccompanied children and adolescents and separated refugees, victims of 
trafficking, and stateless persons. Together with organizations of the Mexican civil society, UNHCR 
also supports the strengthening of mechanisms and initiatives that promote and facilitate the local 
integration of refugees and stateless persons in Mexico. 
 
The presence of UNHCR in Tapachula, Chiapas is of key importance given the office's important 
location close to the southern border of Mexico. This 654 square kilometres border with Guatemala 
is the entry point of hundreds of thousands of undocumented migrants to Mexico, among them 
significant number of people in need of international protection, including highly vulnerable cases 
such as unaccompanied children and victims of human trafficking. The UNHCR presence facilitates 
identification of refugees within migratory flows and their access to a fair and efficient RSD 
procedure, and also serves to prevent refoulement. 
 
The Protection Associate reports to the Head of FO.  He/she monitors protection standards, 
operational procedures and practices in line with international standards and provides functional 
protection support to information management and programme staff. 
 
The Protection Associate is expected to coordinate quality, timely and effective protection 
responses to the needs of populations of concern and identify opportunities to mainstream 
protection methodologies and integrate protection safeguards in operational responses in all 
sectors of UNHCR's response.  He/she contributes to designing a comprehensive protection 
strategy and liaises externally with authorities and partners on protection doctrine and policy as 
guided by the supervisor. 
 
The Protection Associate also ensures that persons of concern are involved with the Office in 
making decisions that affect them, whether in accessing their rights or in identifying appropriate 
solutions to their problems. To achieve this, the incumbent will need to build and maintain effective 
interfaces with communities of concern, local authorities and protection and assistance partners 
 
 
FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT.  
 
Accountability 
 

- The protection of populations of concern is met through the application of International and 
National Law, relevant UN/UNHCR protection standards and IASC principles. 

- Protection activities are guided by the UNHCR country protection strategy. 

- The participation of persons of concern is facilitated through continuous assessment and 
evaluation using participatory, rights and community based approaches. 

- Protection incidents are immediately identified and reported. 
 
 
.  
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Responsibility 
 

- Stay abreast of political, social, economic and cultural developments that have an impact on 
the protection environment. 

- Consistently apply International and National Law and applicable UN/UNHCR and IASC 
policy, standards and codes of conduct.  

- Assist in providing comments on existing and draft legislation related to persons of concern.  

- Provide advice on protection issues to persons of concern; liaise with competent authorities 
to ensure the issuance of personal and other relevant documentation.  

- Contribute to measures to identify, prevent, reduce statelessness and protect stateless 
persons. 

- Contribute to a country-level child protection plan as part of the protection strategy. 

- Contribute to a country-level education plan as part of the protection strategy. 

- Monitor Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) for all protection/solutions activities. 

- Manage individual protection cases including those on SGBV and child protection. Monitor, 
and intervene in cases of refoulement, expulsion and other protection incidents. 

- Assist in identifying durable solutions for the largest possible number of persons of concern 
through voluntary repatriation, local integration and where appropriate, resettlement. 

- Contribute to the design, implementation and evaluation of protection related AGD based 
programming with implementing and operational partners. 

- Contribute to effective information management through the provision of disaggregated data 
on populations of concern and their problems.  

- Participate in initiatives to capacitate authorities, relevant institutions and NGOs to 
strengthen national protection related legislation and procedures.  

- Any other responsibilities/functions deemed necessary or as delegated by the Head of the 
office and/or Supervisor in order to meet the level of the services in the organization. 
 
 

Authority  
 

- Prioritize persons of concern for interview, counselling and propose protection support for 
individual cases. 

- Enforce compliance of local implementing partners with global protection policies and 
standards of professional integrity in the delivery of protection services. 

- Enforce compliance with, and integrity of, all protection standard operating procedures. 

- Submit individual payments request for persons of concern for approval.   
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REQUIRED COMPETENCIES 
  

Code Managerial Competencies 

1.  M001 Empowering and Building Trust 
2.  M002 Managing Performance 
3.  M003 Judgement and Decision Making 
4.  M004 Strategic Planning and Vision 
5.  M005 Leadership  
6.  M006 Managing Resources 
  

Code Cross-Functional Competencies 

1.  X001 Analytical Thinking 
2.  X002 Innovation and Creativity 
3.  X003 Technological Awareness 
4.  X004 Negotiation and Conflict Resolution 
5.  X005 Planning and Organizing 
6.  X006 Policy Development and Research 
7.  X007 Political Awareness 
8.  X008 Stakeholder Management 
9.  X009 Change Capability and Adaptability 

 

 
 
ESSENTIAL MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS AND PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE REQUIRED.   
 

- Education: Completion of secondary school. Additional certificate/training in International 
Law, Political Science or related field is required. 

- Job experience: Relevant to the function: 6 years. 

- Excellent English and Spanish. 
 
DESIRABLE QUALIFICATIONS & COMPETENCIES 
 

- Good computer skills 

- Completed UNHCR Protection Learning Programme. 
 
 
HOW TO APPLY 
 
Send your application to mexme@unhcr.org  with the subject: SU APELLIDO Int/Ext Vacancy 
ACNUR/GS6/10024024 together with UN Personal History form, P.11, (available at 
http://www.unhcr.org/recruit/p11new.doc) and CV, with one page letter stating the reasons for 
applying to this position. 
 
Deadline to receive applications: OCTOBER 27, 2016 
The selected candidate will be expected to initiate activities on NOVEMBER 2016 
 
 
 
Note: Only candidates that have been considered as relevant for the selection process will be 
contacted. 
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